Posters: Athletic Training, Psychology, Sociology, Biology, Political Science, Prince Edward High School, 9:00-10:00 A.M., Blackwell Ballroom

**Poster Numbers: 1 - 15:** Biology 250 (Faculty mentors: Dr. Consuelo Alvarez and Dr. Erin Shanle)
- Jada Motta, Brian White, “A survey of yeasts in the exudates of Longwood trees”
- Kathryn Hedrick, Jessica Belcher, “The Presence of Different Species of Yeast on Raspberries”
- Hannah Dodson, Briana Scott “Isolation from a non-organic potato”
- Cullan Wadsworth, Alec Abdalah, “Identifying Species of Yeast in Plums”
- Alexis Kesterson, Julie Fahy, “Isolation of Yeast from Potatoes”
- Sophie Kidd, Alexis Nester, “Isolating Environmental Yeasts from Post-Rain Puddle Water”
- Ashley Coddington, Matthew Jones, Jacob Jennings, “Investigating microbial diversity at Lancer Park”
- Elizabeth Putzig, Morgan Lucas, “Comparing microbial diversity across Lancer Park”
- Rebecca Aylor, Ivy Shifflett, Brionna Woolridge, “Comparing microbial diversity across Lancer Park”
- Griffin Mayo, Charlotte Pfammatter, “Comparing microbial diversity across Lancer Park”
- Coleman Behne, Antonio Robertson, “Comparing microbial diversity across Lancer Park”
- Jessica Moore, Makayla Starman, “Comparing microbial diversity across Lancer Park”
- Chloe Finlay, “Comparing microbial diversity across Lancer Park”

**Poster Numbers: 18 - 40:** Prince Edward County High School Students (Faculty Mentors: Dr. Amorette Barber (Longwood University), Dr. Michael Wolyniak (Hampden-Sydney College), Mrs. Sarah Fulcher, Ms. Amber Collins, and Ms. Torian Jones (Prince Edward County High School))
- Matthew Bates, Ryan Garrett, Antonio Parran, Kenneth Toney, “The effect that a drainage pipe has on water quality”
- Anasia Booker, Nakyla Davis, Amir Gordon, Brianna Perkins, “The effect of distance from the drainage pipe on water quality”
- Hunner Bosher, Jahiem Farrow, Cody Wooten, “Water quality improves farther away from the drainage pipe”
- Abbigail Moore, Lynae Pearl, Zanayiah Threatt, “The effect of depth on water quality”
- Allyson Lucas, Matthew Swanson, Breanna Verschaeve, Saad Khan, Charlie Swanson, Logan Tobias, “Identification of fecal coliform through indicator organisms in local waterways”
- Laniya Green, Chaniya Parker, Mattison Kinne, Jake Simon, Daven Langhorne, “Investigating Microbial Diversity in Prince Edward County Waterways”
- Viviana Rios, Emily Sansalone, Joseph Raymond, Tim Slater, “Identifying bacteria that correlate with fecal coliform in local waterways”
- Meghan Williams and Lacy Lopez, “The effect of climate on microbial diversity”
- Ellis Jones and Hannah Reamer, “The effect of sediment composition on a local waterway”
- Jalynn Hicks and Madison Lehman, “The effect of warmer temperature on microbial growth in water”
- Clare Callhoun and MacKenzie Morris, “Microbial testing reveals Enterococcus in Prince Edward Waterways”
- Ethan Tobias, Ryan Garrett, and Antonio Parran, “The effect of distance from the source on microbial growth”
- Nia Lee and Sabrina Davis, “Citrobacter vs. Klebsiella at different locations of local creek”
- TJ Williams, Travare Patterson, Breana Sealey, Jatiah Porter, “Water quality difference between locations in the Prince Edward water way stream”
- Jake Nix, Deovan Johnson, Demurie Banks, Ty'veontray Brooks, “What team CD found in Prince Edward waterway”
- Travon Johnson, Zaaheim Robinson, Jason Marsh, Da'shya Scott, Ke'Mya Rux, “Contrasting conductivity; Investigating water quality from different locations in the Prince Edward waterway”
- Bret Purser, Clay Stanley, Preston Sutton, Camryn Newcomb, “The TRUTH about our water: Examining the water quality of the Prince Edward County Waterways”
- Josh Huddleston, Austin Davis, Morgan Smith, Daivon Richardson, “Analyzing the dissolved solids of the Prince Edward Waterways”
**Poster Numbers: 41 - 50:** Psychology 461 (Faculty Mentors: Dr. Sarai Blincoe and Dr. Stephanie Buchert)

- Ashley Johnson, Connor Munn, “Changing Attitudes towards Sexual Minorities”
- Sydney-Ann Cash, Alyssa Fitzwater, Sara Stephens “Hire or No Hire? The Effect of Name Presentation on the Likelihood of Hiring”
- Taylor Titi, Brandy Tharpe, “The Effect of Sugar on Taste Preference”
- Kennedy Mihailoff, Samantha Solomon, Michael Swiney, “To Catch a Cyberbully”
- Clayton Hoffmeister, Ryan Johnson, Haley Tucker, “The Effects of Smell on Math Achievement”
- Teagan Cassity, Leah Howard, “The effect of interacting with different types of animals on stress levels”
- Amelia Czopek, Jessica Guevara, Cassidy Rollins, “Celebrity Brands: Do People Really Buy Them?”
- Victoria Higginbottom, Allison Marrin, “The effect of relationship type on perceived seriousness of violence”

**Poster Numbers: 51- 74:** Sociology 461 (Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jake Milne)

- Samantha Heaney, Abby Lichty “Policy Analysis of Title IX”
- Sophie Zarski, “Affordable Housing in the United States”
- Tyler Chadduck, Courtney White, “Rapid and Extensive Response to September 11, 2001: A Review of the USA Patriot Act”
- Rosemary Ilang, “Role Conflict and the elite Student-Athletes”
- James Robertson, “Can Bullying Predict Substance Abuse”
- Helena Carter, Berkeley Elliot, “Age and Attitudes towards Corporal Punishment”
- Autumn Hollingsworth, Emily Roach, “Separation of Church and State in Public Schools”
- Kathryn Miller, Annie Boros, “Policy Analysis: Title IX”
- Tamera Edley, “Much Ado about the Family Violence Prevention and Services Act”
- Amanda Griffiths, “The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993: Impacts and Analysis”
- Eli Mercado, Christopher Boydstun, “Perception of cheating in sports”
- Tracy Davis, Kira Rivers, “FERPA”
- Jada Clark, Dorinda Fields, “State Sex Education Policies: Comprehensive and Abstinence Education”
- Sarah Kaufman, “A Change for the National Drug Control Policy”
- Haven Hogan, “The Effects of Relocation on Relationships, Adjustment, and Coping”
- Lauren Atkins, “The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act”
- Victoria LeFevre, “Correlations between socio demographics and the usage of prescribed anti-anxiety and anti-depressant medications among college students”
- William Shiels, “Campus Involvement and Campus Retention: Does it Correlate?”
- Caitlin Rife, Catherine Elfers, “Medicaid Policy Analysis”
- Megan Hurley, Meghan Simmons, “Comparative Policy Analysis”

**Poster Numbers: 75:** Sociology Independent Research (Dr. Virginia Beard)
- Courtney White, “Rising Reason to Concern or Rising Just Concerns: An Analysis of Cults in the 1970s”

**Poster Numbers: 76-78:** Political Science 461 and 305 (Faculty Mentor: Dr. Scott Cole)
- Kaiesha Cole, “Why Millennial College Students Support Title IX”
- Joseph Hyman, “Why Foreign Aid Doesn’t Work”
- Megan Garret, “An Overview of the Determinants of Decreased Voter Participation in College Students”

**Poster Numbers: 79-81:** Athletic Training 470 (Faculty mentor: Dr. Meg Thompson)
- Samantha Wangner, “Phys Ed Perceived Importance of Concussion Ed/Training & RTL”
- Tara Tate, “Physical Educators Comfort of Concussion Education Training”
- Jenna Pierson, Lindsey Stokes, “Physical Educators’ Knowledge on Concussion Training, Education, and Return to Learn Policies”